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1. Introduction 
  Recent cosmological and astrophysical observations are accumulating evidences of 
existence of dark matter (DM). The DM has extremely weak interaction with ordinary 
matter around us. Current experimental limits and cosmological observations tell us 
that DMs are going through you … times per second without hitting you at all.   
  Although it sounds mysterious, particle physicists have proposed reasonable answer 
why DM exists. Any weakly interacting particle which was once in the thermally 
produced in the early Universe can remain in the present Universe, if the particle has 
somehow protected to decay into lighter particles. The existence of dark matter in our 
universe suggests that there is one more conserved number—or a “symmetry” among 
the particles. If we know the particle interactions, we can even predict the density in 
the current Universe. It is simply inverse proportional to the strength of the 
interaction.   
  
2. Why is the stable? Any deep reasons?  
  There are many models which predict new 
particles, including the DM candidate. One of 
them is called supersymmetric (SUSY) model. 
In the model, there exists always SUSY 
particles as the partner of standard model 
particles. Namely, an electron has its SUSY 
partner “selectron” and quark partner is 
squark. The special symmetry that makes dark 
matter particles stable is called “R-parity”. All 
SUSY particle has R parity -1 and all standard 
model (SM) particles has R=1, and all SUSY 
particle decay must involve at least one SUSY 
particle, and the lightest supersymmetic 
particle is stable.   
Supersymmetry also provides an elegant 
solution of the “hierarchy problem” of the SM 
Higgs boson. In the Standard model, Higgs 
boson is unstable against the radiative 



corrections, leading very unstable vacuum. The SUSY particles cooperate with SM 
particles to make the vacuum stable. Other models which address both the DM and 
the hierarchy problem also have nature similar to SUSY model.    
3. Creating dark matter  
 LHC smash two 7 TeV proton beams. The collisions of quarks and gluons are enough 
to create new particles with mass below a few TeV.  The LHC therefore is able to 
create the dark matter just like the early Universe did it.  Does the LHC have chance 
to study them?  Experimentalists and theorists have been working on very hard to 
establish the way to find the SUSY particles.  
The LHC likely produce the pair of strongly interacting SUSY particles. The squark 
(partner of quark) and gluino (a partner of gluon. 
Gluon is responsible to the nuclear force) will be 
produced copiously. A squark/gluino then decays 
into quarks, gluons, and a DM . At least two DMs  
areproduced with  SUSY particle pair production 
at LHC. LHC detectors cannot detect the DM 
itself but see all the other decay products.  The 
invisible DM momenta become missing energy of 
the events. Such events are rare in the SM 
processes, therefore SUSY particle can be 
discovers. 
4.  Weighting the dark matter 
Once the DM is discovered, we can determine the DM nature by looking into sparticle 
decay distributions.  The decay distribution depends on the escaping DM mass and 
momentum.  We can calculate the “mass of visible particles” and it cannot exceed 
from the mass difference between squark and DM. DM velocity depends on the 
combination of momenta among the visible particles. By combining the information, 
DM mass can be determined. Furthermore many techniques has been developed to 
determine the mass, spin, and strength of the interactions of the DM, eventually 
allowing us to calculate the DM density of the Universe.  We will compare the 
prediction with the observed dark matter density. If they agree, it means a big bang 
scenario is correct.  If they do not agree, this means something unexpected happened 
in the early Universe. There are many speculations that this could be a case, and I 
will explain it as well.  
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